
Room 4
TERM 2

Room 4 will continue to develop their spelling and
phonological knowledge by working through Stage 2
Active Literacy. We will continue to progress
through our class readers and will be voting soon on
our new class novel so keep your eyes peeled for our
decision 👀 We have been loving taking part in our
own ‘Storyline Online’ activity at the end of each day
where we can bring our own book from home in to
read to the class so we will continue this in Term 2.
We begin Term 2 with an Imaginative Writing block
where we are writing our own fairy tales each week
- we will build up to writing our own story book. 

Literacy Topic

Our Topic this
term is Scottish
Castles. We will
be exploring
various different
castles that can
be found in
Scotland.

Numeracy and Maths

In Numeracy we have just finished off
exploring numbers to 100. We have also
completed our addition block. We will be

looking at 2d and 3d shapes and beginning
our subtraction unit over the coming weeks.

We will begin using our knowledge of
counting in 2's, 5s, and 10s to make the link

between this and multiplication. We love
mental maths challenges to begin each

lesson and quite often use Top Marks Daily
10 with a timer to see how quickly we can

complete the questions in our head - have a
try at home too!



PE

Our PE days will remain the same
with Tuesday being our outside slot.

As it is right after lunchtimes
sometimes we are too cold to stay

outside for very long and do complete
PE indoors - our favourite thing to do
is Just Dance. On Thursdays we have

a Gym Hall slot with Mrs Kerr and
this term we will be focusing on

possession games...keep an eye out
on twitter for some pictures! 

Play


